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Abstract
This paper proposes two different approaches to tracks two occlusion targets. Occlusion means hiding an object
by another object. In this paper, two approaches are devised to handle the occlusion detection. In a video, during the
tracking process, the states of the object are gradually adjusted one by one to eliminate the occlusion effects. The
edges are detected and identified whether the occlusion is partial or full. Spatial approach is used to handle partial
occlusion and temporal approach is used to handle full occlusion detection. The spatial approach uses edge-based
restoration scheme that 1) identifies areas that are likely to contain wrong motion vectors, 2) finds artifacts within
these areas, and 3) restores these artifacts. The temporal approach is planned to fill the missing parts from the past
history of a person if available.
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Introduction
In multiple human tracking, one of the most challenging issues
is occlusion detection and handling. A number of techniques have
been developed in recent years to deal with this problem directly or
indirectly. The proposed system is used to detect and handle occlusion.
The first challenge is how to robustly determine the portion of the
target that is occluded. Determining occlusion status is very hard for
general purpose trackers, where the only knowledge available on the
target is its initial appearance, and the camera itself could have arbitrary
motions. Both spatial and temporal techniques are proposed a solution
to this problem the novelty of edge-based detection algorithm consists
of the approximation of the incoming edges, with circle arcs, the use
of the spatial order of edges, and the directional interpolation scheme
that restores missing areas parallel to the covered edge. In the temporal
approach, the occlusion is handled by matching the current frame
with previous frame, image region that yields the maximal likelihood.
Section 2 describes the related work of spatial and temporal occlusion
handling technique. Section 3 and section 4 describes the proposed
work. Section 3 depicts preprocessing work. Section 4 describes
occlusion handling approaches in which spatial method uses edge
based restoration and temporal method uses frame matching algorithm.
Section 5 draws conclusions and indications on future work.

Related Work
Various approaches that analyze several spatial and temporal
occlusion detection approaches address the problem of filling
in missing data from different points of view. In the following, a
short categorized overview is given that presents the most popular
approaches. In Extracting spatio-temporally consistent segments from
a video sequence [1] introduces an iterative optimization scheme by
first initializing segmentation maps for each frame independently, and
then link the correspondences among different frames and iteratively
refine them with the collected statistics, so that a set of spatiotemporally consistent volume segments are finally achieved. In the
random subspace method (RSM) [2] is chosen for building a classifier
ensemble robust against partial occlusions. The component classifiers
are chosen on the basis of their individual and combined performance.
The main contribution of this work lies in our approach’s capability to
improve the detection rate when partial occlusions are present without
compromising the detection performance on non-occluded data.
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In Tracking Pedestrians Using Local Spatio-Temporal Motion
Patterns [3] predict the next local spatio-temporal motion pattern a
tracked pedestrian will exhibit based on the observed frames of the
video. In Texture-Based Restoration [4] the nonparametric texture
synthesis algorithm based on Markov random fields. Their approach
restores pixel based on the similarity between their local neighborhood
and the surrounding neighborhoods. From the candidate neighborhood,
one is randomly selected and the value of its central pixel is pasted at
current location, a process which is able to intelligently imitate the
natural randomness of textures. In Structure-Based Restoration [5]
the algorithm recovering missing blocks in video transmission. It uses
only the information existing in the same frame, by making a “sketch”
of the edges around the missing blocks. The approach which is based
on joint interpolation of the image gray-levels and gradient/isophotes
directions, smoothly extending in an automatic fashion the isophote
lines into the holes of missing data. This interpolation is computed by
solving the variation problem via its gradient descent flow, which leads
to a set of coupled second order partial differential equations, one for
the gray-levels and one for the gradient orientations. Applications of
this technique include the restoration of old photographs and removal
of superimposed text like dates, subtitles, or publicity is discussed
on restoration based on partial differential equations and variation
methods [6,7].
For the improved tracking algorithm [8] occlusion layers are
introduced to represent occlusion relation and the non-occlusion
parts of the persons are obtained according to the occlusion relation
and used for tracking. For the non-occlusion persons, each one can
be labeled as one patch and for the occlusion persons, more than one
person could be labeled as one patch and used for tracking. In Ref. [9], a
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symmetric patch-Based correspondence model for occlusion handling
is introduced. The system proposes two new methods called soft
constraints and re-segmenting. In soft constraints, systems segment the
reference image in two levels: the coarse and fine levels. In resegmenting
phase, extract the occluded parts from the entire mixed segment, now
this new matching process can make the correct disparity assigned to
the new segment.
In Ref. [10], a local best match authentication (LBMA) algorithm
is devised to handle complete occlusions, so that it achieves a much
more trustworthy detection of the end of an arbitrarily long complete
occlusion. The tracking solution could be further improved by
“softening” the outlier map so that a smooth transition from nonocclusion to occlusion could be realized. In Ref. [11], it presents a novel
method for cost aggregation and occlusion handling for stereo matching.
In order to estimate optimal cost, given a per-pixel difference image as
observed data, we define an energy function and solve the minimization
problem by solving the iterative equation with the numerical method.
Tracking rigid objects in image sequences, using template matching. In
essence, object tracking is the process of updating object attributes over
time. The complete set of attributes includes position, motion, shape,
and appearance. The appearance is comprised of a set of photometric
features representing the object region in a frame. A new template
updating algorithm that satisfies the two qualities: simplicity and
robustness. Simplicity implies that the algorithm is easy to implement
and has the minimum number of parameters. Robustness implies the
ability of the algorithm to track objects under difficult conditions is
discussed in Ref. [12].

Proposed Work
The proposed system is used to detect and handle occlusion. Also
it uses spatial method, the edge base restoration technique for the
partially occluded portion and temporal method to fill the missing
parts from the past history of a person if available for the full occlusion.
The following Figure 1 shows the functional diagram for an efficient
occlusion handling. Figure 1 illustrates the solutions for both partial
and full occlusion handling. The input video is converted into frames
and the edges are identified in each frame. Using histogram matching,
check that all individual pixels are adjacent to 255. Find the artifacts
after the edges are detected and calculate the area for the artifact region.
Set the threshold values for the area to be calculated. If the threshold
value is small, it is partial occlusion, and the edge based restoration
technique is used to handle the partial occlusion. If the threshold value
is large, it is full occlusion, and the frame matching technique is used
to handle the full occlusion. For partial occlusion the edge features
are extracted, the image structure is reconstructed and the edge based
implemented to display the needed object. In the case of full occlusion,
the reference frame is matched with previous based on texture or color
to fill the missing parts and the result is displayed. Since the human is a
bounded non-rigid object, the occlusion may occur at the boundary at
any part and at any time. Occlusion may be partial or full.

Moving object segmentation
Motion segmentation in video sequences is known to be significant
and difficult problem, which aims at detecting regions corresponding
to moving objects such as vehicles and people in natural scenes.
Background subtraction is a particularly popular method for motion
segmentation, especially under those situations with a relatively static
background. It attempts to detect moving regions in an image by
differencing between the current image and a reference background
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Figure 1: Functional block diagram.

image in a pixel-by-pixel fashion. The simplest background model is
the adaptive background subtraction.

Adaptive background subtraction model
This method uses a reference background to detect the foreground.
Then subtract the intensity value of each pixel the current image
from the corresponding value in the reference background image.
This difference is then filtered with an adaptive threshold to provide
insensitive solution for pixels. Let In(X,Y) represents gray level intensity
value at pixel positions x,y and at a time instance n of video image
sequence I. Let Bn (x,y) be the corresponding background intensity
value for the pixel position x,y estimated over time from the video
images B0 through Bn-1. As a generic background subtraction scheme
suggests, a pixel at position x,y in the current video image belong to the
foreground if it satisfies:
If |In(x,y)-Bn(x,y)|>Tn(x,y) a1 else a0			

(1)

where Tn(x,y) is an adaptive threshold value estimated using the
image sequence I0 through In-1. The above equation is used to generate
the foreground pixel map which represents the foreground region as
binary array where a1 corresponds to foreground pixel and a0 stands
for background pixel. The Figure 2 shows an example of adaptive
background subtraction model.
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Occlusion detection
Occlusion is detected when the objects are tracked. While
tracking, the occluded object is separated by taking each pixel from the
foreground image [White(1), Black(0)]. If the pixel value is zero, change
the corresponding red, green and blue pixels in the current frame to
zero. To find the centre of mass, find the extreme points of each object.
Select any two diagonal points and calculate the centre of mass.
(c(2)+c(2)+c(4))/2, (c(1)+c(1)+c(3))/2		

(4)

where (c1,c2) - starting co-ordinates and (c3,c4) - co-ordinate
value of column increment and row increment respectively. Figure 4
shows the results of object separation and Figure 5 shows the results of
centre of mass calculation for the occluded object.

Figure 2: Results of adaptive background subtraction model.

Noise cancellation: While detecting the moving object using
background model, it produces some noise. This noise affect the output
of many calculation stages during the processing of price and causes
inaccurate results. In order to get improved results, noise removal is
crucial step. For this purpose, simple but effective algorithm is used in
the proposed system. These are
Figure 3: Results of Improved Mean Shift Tracking algorithm.

• Erosion
• Dilation
In the proposed system, Erosion and Dilation are applied to the
images which have large connected components, and thus noisy pixels
are eliminated.

Tracking
For the improved tracking algorithm, occlusion layers are
introduced to represent occlusion relation and the non-occlusion
parts of the persons are obtained according to the occlusion relation
and used for tracking. During the tracking process, the states of the
persons are gradually adjusted by one to eliminate the occlusion effects.
A Gaussian-mixture based adaptive background modeling algorithm
is used to detect the foreground mask and label them as different
connected patches.

Figure 4: Results of object separation.

For improved Mean Shift
• Rectangle position of image patch
Bj(t)=((xj, yj), hj, wj) 				

(2)

• Occlusion layers
(Ф (t)={φ j(t)=k} n(t), j=1			

(3)

For the non-occlusion persons, each one can be labeled as one
patch and the approach of histogram matching is applied to estimate
their states. For the occlusion persons, more than one person could be
labeled as one patch. An improved mean shift tracking algorithm which
is special for occlusion target tracking is used. The iteration number
of improved mean shift tracking algorithm is smaller than that of
traditional tracking algorithm. Figure 3 shows the results of improved
mean shift tracking algorithm.
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Figure 5: Results of centre of mass calculation.
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Occlusion handling
Occlusion is efficiently handled for both the partial and full
occlusion. Spatial approach is used to handle partial occlusion and the
temporal for full occlusion. If a person is partially occluded the tracking
algorithm will represent two bounding box for each of the two persons.
In that case spatial method is applied to handle the occlusion. If the
person is fully occluded or at the most occluded then temporal method
is used to handle the occlusion.

Edge-based restoration for spatial approach
Edges generally separate areas with different content. Edges are
more robust than isophote -based algorithm. Uses edge information
that extracted from the surrounding area of the artifact. It is used both
for the reconstruction of a skeleton image structure and guide for
interpolation. The image structure is preserved as much as possible,
by performing a non-linear interpolation based on edge information.
Using histogram matching, check that all individual pixels are adjacent
to 255. Find the artifacts after the edges are detected and calculate
the area for the artifact region. Set the threshold values for the area
to be calculated. If the threshold value is small, it is partial occlusion,
and the edge based restoration technique is used to handle the partial
occlusion. The spatial restoration algorithm consists of three main
steps, 1) edge detection and edge feature extraction; 2) image structure
reconstruction; and 3) edge-based inpainting.

a fixed template region via a coordinate transformation; it is convenient
to map the feature vector at a point in the target region at time to the
template feature vector. The feature vectors are tracked independently
by individual temporal filters. These vectors are matched to the current
image in order to determine the measurement for the appearance filter
at a time. The matching is performed by finding the image region that
yields the maximal likelihood.
A template pixel is regarded as outlier if the measurement error
exceeds the threshold. An occlusion is declared when the fraction of
outliers exceeds a predefined percentage. During the occlusion, the
template and parameters are not updated. By labeling, the occluded
video frame is compared with the previous frames to find the occluded
portion.

Feature correspondence
Texture and color: If the occluded part is matched with any of the
same part in the previous frames, that particular part is extracted in
the case of partial occlusion. In the case of full occlusion the occluded
frame is matched with the reference frame and the human is extracted.
Figure 7 shows the results of occlusion handling by temporal method.

Edge detection and edge feature extraction: In this step, edges are
detected around the artifact, based on the contours of the segments that
result from a watershed segmentation. The object edges are extracted
in clockwise order, from a point of view lying inside the artifact. Only
relevant edges are then kept for the next steps.
Image structure reconstruction: In this step, recover the structure
of the image within the artifact area. Structure reconstruction step
invent content in places where it was last, based on some assumptions
about the usual image properties. The input to this step represents a
list of edges coming into the artifact, in clockwise order. The output of
this step is a list of edge couples arranged in groups of edges, and a list
of spare edges. To build accurate pair wise connections between edges,
use of local features, as well as global features and prediction of the final
configuration and spare edge reconstruction.

Figure 6: Results of occlusion handling by spatial method.

4 × cloc (Z) + 4 × cglb (Z) 			
(5)
5
Edge-based inpainting: In this step, the artifact is restored
by inpainting, taking into account the recovered image structure.
Essentially, the inpainting procedure restores a pixel based on the
surrounding recovered edges. The surrounding edges indicate which
pixels on the artifact border are used for the interpolation. Then, based
on the distance to these border pixels, the pixel inside the artifact is
interpolated. The interpolation method tries to draw strips “parallel”
to the nearby edges, resulting in smooth patches. The inpainting
algorithm consider inpainting of a side strip with continuous contour
bounded only by an edge couple, Spare Edge and inpainting of a middle
strip with continuous contours. Figure 6 shows the results of occlusion
handling by spatial method.
Ccdg (Z) =

Frame matching
Each video frame is captured to maintain the history of a person.
To keep track of a paticular object appearance model defined as the
collection of photometric feature vectors for pixels inside the target
region. The image region of rigid moving objects can be obtained from
J Comput Sci Syst Biol, an open access journal
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Figure 7: Results of occlusion handling by temporal method.
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Conclusions and Future Work
The proposed work preserves both sharp and smooth edges. It
makes use both local and global features of the edges in the image.
Sophisticated approach can be developed - available temporal
information, along with the spatial information. The proposed system
handles the occluded part even when the occluded part and the
background are in same color. The proposed system can be extended
to track the objects correctly when the skin or dress color of the objects
and the background are in same color even though the objects can be
separated correctly. Also the complete occlusion of similar looking
objects may cause ambiguities.
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